
Redline contracts faster and more accurately with  
Document Crunch for Word - delivering the power of contract 
intelligence and insights directly into your contract review workflow

Negotiating Made Easy
Document Crunch for Microsoft Word

Upskill Your Team
Early-career back-office reviewers 
gain an accelerated understanding 

of the legal risk in contracts, and are 
empowered to get more done, quickly

Find Issues and Reduce Risk
Immediately flag items in the contract 

that are at odds with what your 
organization accepts – meaning no 

issues go untouched

Faster Contract Reviews
Review and understand the key 

provisions of a contract faster and 
make key redlines to contracts in 

minutes directly with Microsoft Word

Construction Contracts, Simplified. Learn more www.documentcrunch.com

www.documentcrunch.com


Maximize Your Crunch
Take the power of a Crunch with you whenever you review 
contracts - whether you’ve already accepted a bid or are 
negotiating down to the best offer, Crunch with confidence 
as you redline.

Expedite Your Reviews
Stop manually reviewing every individual contract - compare 
previous owner and general contractor contracts directly 
within Microsoft Word to understand how key provisions are 
changing throughout the lifetime of the document.

Instill Best Practices
Access industry insights and have ready-to-use sample 
contract language embedded directly within your contract 
negotiating workflow - instilling best practices within your 
team to ensure nothing gets missed.

Crunch with Confidence
Document Crunch for Word carries the same AI-based 
contract intelligence that our users rely on every day to 
minimize risk. 

Negotiate, understand,  
and compare your contracts

Voices from the 
Crunch Community

“It is a great efficiency tool in terms of 
saving time as well as catching otherwise 
hidden terms.”

For more information please visit  
www.documentcrunch.com

Ready 
to Start 

Crunching?

Crunch your Contracts in Microsoft Word
By embedding the power of a Crunch within Microsoft Word, Document Crunch goes to 
where you already are - streamlining contract insights and saving you time

“The ability to quickly identify contract risks 
right within Microsoft Word, our preferred 
platform for contract redlining, takes 
Document Crunch to the next level for us.”

https://hubs.la/Q01T0vvn0

